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Remax Jany Alloy USB Lightning cable, 1m, 2.4A (silver)
The Remax Jany Alloy is a reliable cable sure to meet the expectations of more than one user. The 2.4A intensity makes it take less time
to charge your devices and the advanced protection guarantees safety when charging. The cable also allows data transmission speeds of
up to 480 Mbps. The reinforced tip prevents the cable from breaking or cracking and the robust braid protects the cable from mechanical
damage.
 
Fast charging technology
Charging your smartphone doesn't have to take a long time! The Remax Jany Alloy cable offers fast charging with an intensity of 2.4A.
This means that around 60 minutes of charging is enough to renew the energy in your iPhone 11 up to 90%! In addition, the cable allows
simultaneous charging and file transfer at speeds of up to 480 Mbps.
 
Bet on security
The  cable  allows  not  only  fast,  but  also  safe  charging.  The  built-in  smart  chip  automatically  adjusts  the  charging  parameters  to  the
connected  device,  so  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  damage.  The  Remax  Jany  Alloy  also  uses  innovative  technology  that  will
automatically terminate the charging process for your device when the charge level reaches 100%, helping to prevent overcharging.
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	Manufacturer
	Remax
	Name
	Jany Series Aluminium Alloy Data Cable
	Model
	RC-124i
	Colour
	Silver
	Material
	Aluminium alloy + PVC
	Length
	1 m
	Current
	2.4A
	Transmission speed
	480 Mbps

Preço:

€ 2.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, USB do Lightning
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